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www.artesianpoolstx.com

Pool Maintenance:
• Personalized Pool Service
• First month free with 6 month commitment

(210) 251-3211

Pool Remodeling 
Specialists:
• Pool Re-Surfacing
• Equipment Repair and Replacement
• Coping, Tile, Decking and Rockwork

Custom Pool Design and Construction
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      Granite & 
Marble Showroom

At Triton Stone, we pride ourselves on offering the largest selection of 

natural stone and the highest quality kitchen and bath products.

In addition to providing a variety of artistic, mosaic and floor tiles, 

Triton Stone is a leading wholesaler and distributor of granite and 

other natural stone products. 

With our numerous locations in the Southeast, we have the resources to 

find you what you need to make your project a success! Visit our 

warehouse and showroom today and we will assist you in selecting a 

material that will suit your lifestyle.

Stone • Quartz • Tiles • Sinks • Faucets • Toilets • Tubs • Tools

Now stocking a large selection 

of Natural Stone & 

Quartz slabs at both of our 

40,000 sqft locations!

Visit Our Showroom!
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: 8am-5pm; Wednesday: 8am-7pm; Saturday: 9am-1pm

Triton Stone Group® of Austin

2515 Brockton Drive, Suite 101

Austin, TX 78758

512-821-0020 office

512-821-0024 fax

Triton Stone Group® of San Antonio

107 W Nakoma Street

San Antonio, TX 78216

210-546-0980 office

210-546-0981 faxwww.tritonstone.com

Kitchen & Bath Showroom
open to the public.





On The Cover:

Designer Amy Slaughter strikes a balance between a 
husband’s rustic, masculine collectibles and a wife’s 
love of shabby chic and feminine accessories for a 
French Country aesthetic that speaks to both of their 
styles. Page 20.

A warm welcome is what four families 
found in their newly designed homes. 
While all represent their own style, they 
share a common goal: to accessorize with 
carefully curated pieces that are meaningful, 
reflect past experiences and are especially 
fitting for the lives lived in each home. 

For homeowners new the Hill Country, 
Laughlin Homes and Restoration and 
Slaughter Design Studio collaborated 
to create a rustic yet relaxed home that 

celebrates the breathtaking panoramas of the area. Slaughter refurbished a 
good amount of the homeowners’ existing furniture, incorporated their unique 
supply of collectibles and softened the overall look with a few select pieces for a 
Hill Country/French Country vibe.

Two home industry insiders who are constantly made aware of upcoming 
trends in their daily jobs, found that when it came to building their own 
home, it still took a tremendous amount of research to  find the perfect finishes 
appropriate for a young family — some new, some tried and true.

Empty nesters in an already magnificent Austin estate called on the trio of 
architect Tim Cuppett, builder Royce Flournoy and designer Nancy Bulhon to 
reconfigure spaces in ways appropriate for their new life chapter. This meant 
combining three bedrooms into one luxurious master suite and meshing 
collections of art and antiques with new design finishes while maintaining the 
home’s original character.

Architect Kristin Hefty has a knack for designing homes that rest comfortably 
within any given landscape and aligning public and private spaces so they flow 
in a cohesive manner. Such was the case for one family who desired a floorplan 
that allowed for their many hosted social events as well as everyday life.

Mezcal and Coffee — while there is probably a crafty bartender out there 
who has paired the two, individually they hold their own on the beverage front. 
Revered in Mexico for its smokey flavor and time-honored distilling tradition, 
mezcal is finally gaining in U.S. popularity — no worms in a bottle here. And 
the coffee craze is stronger than ever with individual shops and roasters proudly 
sourcing, grinding and brewing to achieve the perfect cup.

Anticipating an early spring,

Trisha Doucette

FROM THE EDITOR EDITOR’S ESSENTIALS
 

THE ESQUIRE TAVERN
This cool downtown SA bar opened in 1933 to cel-

ebrate the end of Prohibition and it’s more popular 
than ever now for daytimers or latenighters seeking 
creative cocktails and food pairings. Their pub food 
is above and beyond classic with delicious twists on 
mole-rubbed brisket, chorizo mac and cheese and 
shrimp toast topped with chevre and spicy peppered 
jelly. And any burger is worth its weight. 
Esquiretavern-sa.com

CULLUM’S ATTAGIRL
Here’s another local joint just off the St. Mary’s strip 
in San Antonio. With a few craft beers and wines, 
and a small assortment of bar food choices, the atmo-
sphere is laid back and the folks are friendly.  Order 
a little bit of everything — twice — but especially 
try their famous wings, fried bologna and pimento 
cheese.   210.437.4263

THE TAVERN
Like The Esquire in San Antonio, this Austin bar also 
opened in 1933 after Prohibition and holds the title 
of being Austin’s first air-conditioned building. The 
actual building dates back to 1916 and was a grocery 
store, steakhouse and, allegedly, a brothel, before be-
coming an Austin landmark. Nowadays it’s a great 
place to kick back on game days where the fried pick-
les and Tavern Dogs mesh well alongside a ladylike 
Caprese.   Tavernaustin.com

THE DOG AND DUCK PUB
Since the early 90s, this place has been winning Best 
of Austin awards for everything from bar snacks to 
beer selections to favorite neighborhood pubs. Fash-
ioned after a British Pub, the bar stocks 33 beers and 
the menu starts with Welsh Rarebit for breakfast at 
7am and continues with classics like Bangers and 
Mash and Fish and Chips until after midnight. You’ll 
also find bar games like pinball, pool and darts, and 
the jukebox holds quite the record collection from all 
genres — or at least the good ones.   
Dogandduckpub.com
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Push Pull Open Close

To set an appointment
call 512.694.7762 

or jonathan.hiebert@pushpullopenclose.com

The Mobile Decorative Hardware Store

“WE BRING THE SHOWROOM TO YOU”



2015 & 2014 CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR
National Remodeling Association San Antonio Chapter

cross-tx.com  •  (210) 826-7200

Discover the CROSS difference at cross-tx.com

CROSS is a full-service residential remodeling and custom home builder, with an established customer base 

in San Antonio and the surrounding area. We pride ourselves on sound ethical business principles 

and a strong desire to provide complete customer satisfaction.
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When Kimberly and Thomas 
Boyd wanted to get away from the 
bustle of Houston, they retreated 

to a quieter lifestyle in the 
beautiful Texas Hill Country.

  Hill 
Country 
  FrenCH 
Country

By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by MICHAEL HUNTER
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heir new home, nestled between 
Comfort and Fredericksburg 
on a phenomenal down-sloping 

property, soaks in expansive panoramas of 
rolling hills and valleys as far as the eye can see. 

“We really wanted to move to the Hill 
Country so that we could better enjoy its 
breathtaking beauty and be closer to family,” 
says Kimberly Boyd. “We bought here 
because the view is absolutely stunning. 
Every room in our home was intentionally 
designed by our builder, Richard Laughlin, 
to open up to big beautiful views of God’s 
magnificent creation for our family and 
guests to enjoy. In the morning when you 
wake up and look out, the hills and valleys 
simply come pouring in.”

Rustic yet relaxed with French Country 
overtones and touches of local vintage flair, 
the Boyd’s home is an amalgamation of their 
varied tastes that came together with the help 
of Slaughter Design Studio. To create the look 
inside their 3,100-square-foot, 3-bedroom, 
2.5-bathroom home built by Laughlin Homes 
and Restoration, Amy Slaughter and associate 
designer Emily Rodgers’ biggest challenge was 
incorporating the couple’s existing items while 
bringing in a French Country aesthetic that 
spoke to both of their styles.

“Tom wanted whatever Kimberly wanted, 
or at least he thought he did,” recalls Slaughter.

But with a husband who gravitates toward a more masculine, 
simple style and a wife who likes quite the opposite –– a 
feminine mix of shabby chic, lots of layers and ruffles and a 
French Country vibe –– Slaughter worked to strike a balance 
which shows throughout the home’s interior. A light and neutral 
color palette exists throughout the home allowing for French 
Country undertones in spaces punctuated with eclectic pieces 
collected from Thomas’ international travels. In the family 
room, for example, numerous artifacts such as the geodes on 
the credenza and an engraved baleen whale jaw art piece from 
Alaska are displayed tastefully among more feminine elements 
like the one-of-a-kind antique French cartoon Slaughter found 
to tie into the French aesthetic Kimberly was going for. 

Adding to the French Country feel, antique reclaimed 
wooden beams and columns selected by Laughlin Homes set 
off the open living, dining and family rooms which feature 
fantastic Hill Country vistas that pour in from expansive 

windows. Concrete and hickory flooring flow throughout 
the house while exposed limestone walls bring the outside in. 
Walls, painted in Winds Breath from Benjamin Moore®, create 
a soft background and keep the palette neutral, a design move 
driven by the furnishings the Boyds wanted to maintain from 
their previous house. Most furnishings throughout the home 
are soft shades of grey, beige and green.

Slaughter strived to meet budget requirements, working 
closely with local artisan Tom Proch repurposing and refinishing 
many of the home’s furnishings.

“Because she wanted to use a lot of her own furniture, we 
had to find creative ways to reinvent it,” explains Slaughter. 
“The biggest challenge was to bring home this French Country 
aesthetic working with the things she already had. We had to 
find furniture to finish her home and she didn’t want to do that 
with new pieces so we looked for one-of-a-kind French pieces 
and salvaged pieces.”

T
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For example, the Boyd’s existing dining chairs were painted 
and slip covered with a gathered skirt to make them feel more 
romantic and the couple’s masculine sofa was given a more 
feminine look with pillows reupholstered in French fabrics. 
Slaughter incorporated relaxed draperies using fabrics designed 
by Berber Kammlah and organic touches like dried lavender and 
manzanita branches to create an open and airy feel.

In the kitchen, an old French farm table obtained from local 
merchant Carol Hicks Bolton Antiquities serves as a center 
island which Tom Proch modified, adding to the legs and 
burying wires for the outlets. 

“Sometimes they pull bar stools up to it to eat right there 
or they can use it to do their kitchen prep,” says Slaughter. 
“Aesthetically, it is a nice contrast to the painted cabinets, hand-
painted backsplash and custom wooden cabinetry.”

Rahnee Gladwin and Cecilia Berber-Thayer worked closely 
with Slaughter and the Boyds on the kitchen splash which 
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features a traditional design with fresh colors. The hand-made, 
hand-glazed tile splash serves as the kitchen’s focal point, 
says Gladwin, creating a statement that both speaks to the 
homeowner’s tastes and complements the home’s design.

In the master bedroom, romantic overtones abound. A 
French antique chandelier and an antique lace overlay from 
Kimberly’s grandmother draped over the bench provide 
whimsical feminine touches. The draperies, a washed floral 
pattern on an oatmeal linen background, are soft and 

romantic with brown tones picking up 
the wooden beams. The guest room was 
another space which conveys Kimberly’s 
tastes, says Slaughter. Lace curtains and 
Belle Notte bedding provide a vintage 
look while fun, feminine furnishings 
fill the room: a headboard made of old 
cellar doors, an antique wine barrel night 
stand, an elegant antique statement 
chandelier draped with sparkling glass 
beads, and two reading lamps which 
were repurposed from accessories from 
the Boyd’s previous home.

“You can see how feminine and 
romantic it is,” says Slaughter. “It really is a 
fun room; very vintage.”

“Since we moved here this is our favorite 
place to be primarily thanks to Amy 

Slaughter and Richard Laughlin,” says Kimberly. “Our life has 
simplified. Living here has allowed us to take a deep breath and 
relax and give thanks for the beauty that surrounds us.” v

DESIGNER   Slaughter Design Studio
830.307.3397  |  Slaughterdesignstudio.com

BUILDER     Laughlin Homes and Restoration Design + Build
830.997.4974  |  Hillcountrybuilder.com
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 A 
COLLABORATED 
  VISION

When two home industry insiders collaborated 
on their personal home, they created a family-
friendly environment that included accessories 
and finishes they see firsthand on a daily basis; 
some new and some tried and true.

By CHERYL VAN TUYL JIVIDEN   |   Photography by RICK J PHOTOGRAPHY
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he beauty of Bulverde drew Kelly Parrish and husband 
Beau Walker to build their second custom home in 
the area. Built in 2014, this 4-bedroom, 4,500-square-

foot home is only slightly larger than their previous home, 
but Parrish says they made better and smarter use of space. 
“We added a playroom and a detached room that serves as 
a workout room, his and her storage and a potential in-law 
suite if ever needed.” They also wanted plenty of room for their 
three kids, so the home sits on 6.5 acres and sports a 50-yard 
turf football field.   

The home represents a collaboration of two experts in the 
home industry; Parrish’s family has been a leading distributor 
of fine home products in Texas for over 40 years with locations 
in San Antonio, Corpus Christi, the Rio Grande Valley and 
Austin providing appliances, cabinetry, countertops, garage 
doors, windows  and fireplaces. Walker, an award-winning 
homebuilder, worked for years in both the San Antonio and 
Austin markets before founding West Ridge Construction. 
Combining that expertise and personal preferences took some 
time to refine. “We worked for over a year on the floor plan. 

T Beau had hand-drawn sketches of plans on notebook paper 
all over the place! I would pass along ideas and he would add 
those to his and draw them up until we had what we thought 
was the perfect layout that made sense for our family. Beau 
focused on the meat and potatoes of the home: budget, 
structure, efficiencies, electrical and layout, while I worked 
on design, color palettes, product selections and interior and 
exterior finishes to enhance his ideas. Beau and I made a great 
team sharing a common vision, although sometimes he had to 
bring me back to reality on budget!”

The couple knew they wanted an open floor plan that merged 
their individual aesthetics. “Beau grew up on 200 acres in the 
country, while I was raised in San Antonio.  It was important 
to us to create a setting that reflected both of our styles and 
personalities so that our children can hopefully obtain the best 
of both worlds.”

That merging of Texas Hill Country/industrial contemporary 
is most evident in the dramatic stainless steel sheet-covered 
fireplace in the living room. The Heat & Glo® linear, gas 
direct vent with LED color-changing lights that allow you to 
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illuminate it without a fire, is a nice option for Texas climates. 
Parrish, whose family business started with fireplaces in 1972, 
honors that heritage with the contemporary show-stopping 
feature. “Having a focus on it was definitely important to me.” 

 The room, along with the dining room, features expansive 
interior sliding glass doors and floor-to-ceiling windows 
providing scenic views. In the cooler months it allows the space 
to be opened creating a vast seamless entertainment area for 
groups of all sizes. “We wanted our home to look modern, but 
feel warm and inviting as we love to entertain.” To realize that 
goal, they also incorporated a glass Avante™ Cloplay® retractable 
roll-up door in the bar area. “This allows us to open up the 
entire home to the outdoors and enjoy the natural beauty that 
Bulverde is surrounded by. Recently, we added an outdoor fire 
pit which is perfect for roasting marshmallows with friends.” 

Playing off of the natural beauty outdoors is a fresh color palette 
of teal, medium grey and white with dashes of citrus throughout 
most of the home; choices Parrish considered carefully. “Grey is 
the new neutral and I selected the teal and white fabrics because 

I find them to be versatile enough to change out accent colors 
with the seasons. Yellow in the spring, orange in the fall, and 
winter was full of pinks, lime green, purple and many other fun 
colors on our Christmas tree.”

Parrish lamented carefully about the hard finishes in the home 
as well. “After many sleepless nights on sites such as Houzz 
and just being exposed to so many products in this business, 
I knew what I wanted everywhere, but the true trick is finding 
it affordable, especially when building a transitional home in 
this more traditional San Antonio market.” She collaborated 
with designers at Parrish to get the perfect layout and bells and 
whistles she desired for each room. The kitchen cabinetry was 
provided by Parrish through Woodmont Cabinetry in the color, 
Oyster. “I immediately fell in love with the richness and slight 
sheen. I knew with the neutral wall colors I wanted something 
that popped and it does just that.” The Oyster color is carried 
throughout the home by using it on interior doors, and the 
master bath and kid’s work stations also use this shade. Quartz 
non-porous countertops from HanStone® in Tranquility look 
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like marble but require no sealing and are stain, bacteria and 
scratch resistant — qualities Parrish believes are a boon for an 
active family. The kitchen features an Electrolux® All fridge/All 
freezer and an Electrolux induction cooktop with an electric 
fireplace overhead. A wine bar area is in perfect reach while 
preparing a family meal at the end of a long day. 

The thoughtful design choices continue overhead and 
underfoot. Sealed concrete floors provide easy cleanup from 
their children’s use of high traffic areas. Other rooms like the 
living room feature high-end DuChateau wood floors.

The home is full of unique light features like the hand-blown 
glass branched fixture above the tub with clear and color-
changing LED lights adding a “touch of spark” to the clean 
and fresh master bathroom design. Parrish was diligent in her 
selections. “The lighting was a big hot button for me that I spent 
many hours researching. To me, it is such a focal point and can 
really dictate your style. I wanted beautiful, modern pieces that 
didn’t break the bank and also could withstand a football being 
thrown around the house.”

The beautiful Texas Hill Country contemporary home 
continues to evolve, with a floating outdoor kitchen slated to 
be the next addition to the family’s large patio space. “With 
Beau and I both being in the industry, the projects and ideas 
seem to never end!” Now and in the future it suits them 
well. “We knew going contemporary would be a stretch, but 
through our joint vision I think we were able to create a special 
space that our family will love and make great memories in for 
many years to come.” v

DESIGN-BUILD   West Ridge Construction
830.438.4520   |   Westridgeconstruction.com

SUPPLIER   Parrish and Company, Inc.
Austin-Round Rock: 512.835.0937
San Antonio: 830.980.9595
Downtown San Antonio: 210.255.1125
Valley-Corpus Christi: 361.356.6374
Parrishandcompany.com
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By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by BRIAN MIHEALSICK

A REGAL 
RENOVATION
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After their youngest child left for college, the 

homeowners of one of Central Austin’s most 

treasured estates decided it was time to revamp 

their beautiful 1930s home to better suit the 

new chapter in their life. 
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hat initially began as a renovation of the couple’s 
master suite evolved into a full scale remodel of 

their 5,300-square-foot and the 700-square-foot 
guest house tucked in Tarrytown.

“The husband intended to contain the scope of work but 
the wife knew better,” says architect Tim Cuppett, AIA, of the 
project completed a little over a year ago. “After design studies, 
the husband jumped on board with the scope of the project.” 

While the focus rested solely on the master suite throughout 
the initial planning stages, a broader discussion developed 
concerning how the couple could achieve their overall goals 
most efficiently and cost-effectively. The decision was made 
to renovate the entire residence in one large pass, updating the 
architecture, interior design and key systems of the 3-bedroom, 
5-bathroom home and guest house which sits behind it adjacent 
to the pool.

“These clients were particularly savvy to not be penny wise 
and pound foolish,” says builder Royce Flournoy. “However, 
I think the remarkable approach of these clients not always 
seen is their desire to engage honestly on all matters and build 
a relationship where all the team members were trusted, heard 
and respected as they worked through their design decisions. 
It made for a strong partnership and ultimately achieved a 
remarkable project.”

Successfully achieving the project’s two opposing goals –– 
making the house more accommodating for the new empty 
nesters while ensuring it would still function well as a gathering 
place for their grown children –– required a clever collaboration 
among the design team.

Beginning with the master suite expansion, additional space 
was achieved by utilizing the square footage from two former 
bedrooms and bathrooms on the second floor which resulted in 
a sprawling space featuring walk-in closets and dressing rooms. 

“When I first reviewed the plans of the master suite, the 
pragmatic part of me wondered if by giving up that third 
bedroom and bath would be the best approach,” Flournoy says. 
“Now, it’s clear to me that was the best decision and made the 
entire house function in a new way for them.”

Inside the luxurious, light-filled bathroom, the design 
flawlessly marries the classic with the current by incorporating 
pared down, sleek moldings with mirrored panels, quartzite 
and Calcutta marble and mosaic inlaid into the floor. 
Unique bathroom features include a transparent glass panel 
that separates the shower from the rest of the bathroom 
while maintaining a connection throughout the space and a 
television hidden behind the mirrors across from the steam 
shower. Inside the restful bedroom, built-in shelves flanking 
the window house books and collectibles and an antique 
chandelier creates an elegant focal point.

“The design of the master bedroom and bath is very modern 
and sophisticated yet remains true to the Georgian style of the 
home,” says interior designer Nancy Bulhon. “This inspired the 
clients to follow through with this vocabulary throughout the 
rest of the home.”

Throughout the scope of the project, whether updating 
interior finishes, fixtures or furnishings, Bulhon says the biggest 
challenge was determining how to seamlessly blend the newness 
of the renovations with the home’s original character.

W
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“They wanted to remain appropriate to the style of the house, 
but with an updated look, incorporating their many antiques 
and accessory collections,” she says. “They have collected 
traditional art over the years but recently have acquired more 
modern pieces. They wanted to mesh these elements together 
in a way that felt cohesive. The desire was for a clean, serene 
backdrop for their beautiful furnishings.”

To create a light and airy feel throughout the home, Bulhon 
chose a neutral palette with Benjamin Moore’s® Muslin in a 
glossy finish used on the home’s untextured walls, ceilings and 
trim. But to avoid an interior completely void of color, the 
interior designer added punches of drama in certain rooms like 
the dining room, which now glows in a deep coral with ceilings 
painted a pale blue to both soften and enhance the space. 

“Even though the house is mostly one creamy background color, 
it leaves you with a feeling of rich color and texture,” she says. 

Throughout the home, Bulhon selected fabrics made from 
natural cotton and linen fibers for rich texture and softness, 
which gives traditional furniture styles a fresh look. Some of 
Bulhon’s favorite pieces are the Murano chandelier in the dining 
room and the Venetian mirror in the entry foyer, both custom 
made for this project. Unapologetically decorative, Bulhon says 
the home is a reflection of the clients and their personalities.

Inside the updated kitchen, now undeniably the stylish and 

high-functioning heart of the house, small changes made a big 
impact. Flournoy says lightening the palette, simplifying the 
cabinet details and perfecting the layout with the space available 
transformed a previously dark and unwelcoming kitchen into a 
light, bright and inviting space. 

Now the main living spaces seem to flow as they were always 
intended to, creating a pleasing juxtaposition between old and new. 

“The client’s had a true desire to preserve and enhance the 
original design elements of the home,” says Flournoy. “For 
example, keeping the original moldings but being careful to 
provide the project with enough budget to restore them to their 
original state. Or removing dated details of remodels past and 
keeping new improvements in a closer context to the original 
construction. All these choices created a very pleasant and 
refined feel to this old Austin estate.” v

ARCHITECT   Tim Cuppett Architects
512.450.0820   |   Cuppettarchitects.com

BUILDER   Texas Construction Company
512.451.8050   |   Txconstruct.com

DESIGNER   Bulhon Design Associates
512.476.2785   |   Bulhon.com
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WELCOME HOME
The homeowners’ vision was as clear as day: Build a home where everyone felt at ease, 

starting with their young family and then extending out to the small, newly created neighborhood 

in Austin’s West Lake area. A space that would evolve into the place to be — a perfect combination 

of a kid-friendly environment inside a very grownup house, where all are welcome.  

By JULIE CATALANO   |   Photography by MARK MENJIVAR



WELCOME HOME ead architect Kristin Wiese Hefty of Dado Group in San 
Antonio knew how she would approach the task, working 
with construction project manager William Clay Hefty; 
project designers Luis Vargas, Ryan Schmidt and John 

Rizor; and Spaulding Structural Engineering of San Antonio. The 
gently sloping lot, a little more than one acre filled with oaks, 
dictated the two-story home’s wraparound design that hugs the 
sparkling pool centerpiece. “I wanted the house to sit within the 
trees and the boulders and blend with the site,” says Hefty. Clean 
contemporary lines are softened by modeled stucco and warm 
woods — a combination of Douglas fir and radiata pine. Rows of 
Fleetwood energy efficient windows in dark anodized aluminum 
provide a seamless and stunning indoor/outdoor experience. 

In a house destined for lots of visitors, traffic flow was 
essential. The team created a hierarchy of public spaces in the 
front, connecting them with the private spaces in the back 
using a gallery hallway of glass. The heart of the 3,361-square-
foot residence is the open floor plan of the main living/dining/
kitchen area, flanked by a screened porch that is an extension of 
the living area, complete with gas fireplace. 

Designer Brooke Anderson, owner and lead designer of 
Bay Hill Design in Austin, fashioned an interior based on 
the residents’ very active lives that range from hosting huge 
school functions to children’s spirited birthday parties to 
polished cocktail receptions. The goal was an emphasis on 
practical livability, durability and kid-proof materials without 

L



sacrificing pizzazz. “I think spaces need to be livable, but 
being livable doesn’t negate good style.” The result here was 
“high style but very user-friendly. The kids can be swimming 
while the adults are on the fabulous rooftop deck. The owners 
wanted family-friendly spaces that didn’t look like family-
friendly spaces.” 

Anderson achieved that look throughout with patterned 
fabrics and punches of color set against a unifying color scheme 
of black, white, grey and wood — especially dark hardwood 
floors — that grounded every space. The neutral palette was 
borne out of a practical element that presented a unique design 
challenge, especially in the great room area where the kitchen, 
dining, living and screened porch present one large expanse. 
“There are so many windows in the house, which is the best 
thing about it, I think. But when you stand in one area and 
see all of these spaces, and every room connects through the 
windows, everything has to work together. So our color scheme 
had to be consistent throughout the house.” 

One exception was the “very fun, over-the-top” downstairs 
powder room, with its explosion of color in the Schumacher 

Chiang Mai wallpaper. A custom black lacquered floating vanity 
with brass hardware completes the exotic look. 

The den, also downstairs and off of the main living area, 
was another private space, this one tailor-made for the man 
of the house. “It’s one of my favorite rooms,” says Anderson. 
“All of the other spaces are big and white and airy, and this has 
a compact, cozy feel.” The wood burning fireplace is one of 
two, with the second on the rooftop deck. The room features 
Benjamin Moore® paint in Galveston Gray, a Kravet® velvet sofa, 
Schumacher velvet pillows in purple, and wing chairs with pink, 
purple and orange ikat fabric from Threads by Lee Jofa, to give 
“a little bit of glam in his manspace.” 

For architectural lighting, Dado Group brought in lighting 
consultant Christina Brown from Studio Lumina in Austin. “The 
owners wanted nice lighting and Christina designed a really nice 
system layout,” says Hefty. Low voltage, energy efficient four-
inch cans were used in the recessed lighting in the ceiling. 

For decorative lighting fixtures, Anderson chose quality over 
quantity, pointing out that there are only about a half dozen 
signature pieces throughout but they make a statement, like 
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scheme.” The silk drapery and fretwork cut 
velvet pillows are by Jim Thompson Fabrics. 
Schumacher grasscloth in a silvery mauve 
graces the walls. 

For the owners, the master suite with its 
view of their land and the greenbelt behind 
it is a treasured respite from the whirlwind 
of activity that takes place in this lively and 
loving home, which was built to be just that. 
Within weeks of moving in, the owners were 
off and running, hosting a sizable function 
for the school district, followed by serving 
as the hub of holiday celebrations for family 
and friends. 

Anderson says that Hefty’s thoughtful 
architectural design was a big factor in how 
perfect the space is for entertaining. “How a 
house flows is huge. Is the flow right? Can 
you get from the backyard to the front door 

without a million turns? How do you welcome people into 
your home?” For at least one happy family, with open arms. v

ARCHITECT   Dado Group
210.828.4599   |   Dado-group.com

DESIGNER   Bay Hill Design
512.374.0210   |   Bayhilldesign.com 

the Paul Ferrante twig chandelier in the dining area, Stray 
Dog Designs lighting in the girls’ room, and a Ro Sham Beaux 
turquoise beaded light fixture in the powder room. 

All of the baths are stellar, says Anderson, but the standout 
is the master bath, with concrete gray and white Ann Sacks/
Popham tile “so it’s very serene. You just walk in and take a 
deep breath.” Serenity continues in the master bedroom, where 
“we kept it very cool, with a subdued gray, white and mauve 
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ichele DeCorby of Swanx Fine Cabinetry & 
Interiors believes refacing cabinets may be 
warranted when your existing cabinet structures 

are well built and in good shape, if you are happy with your 
appliances, countertops and flooring and if a complete remodel 
is not necessary to correct traffic flow problems. Additionally, 
consider the utility of your cabinets units, such as adjustable 
shelving and full extension drawer boxes.

There are a few ways to approach refacing. New drawer and door 
fronts can change the overall style of cabinetry while matching the 
wood tone of existing frames. Updated hinges are included but 
drawer boxes may or may not have new glides installed.

If a change in the wood tone is desired, typically a veneer is 
applied to the face frame and glued. The veneer will be stained 
to match and the success and durability of this process is 
dependent on the skill of the person applying. “I have often seen 
veneers lifting after a short amount of time,” cautions DeCorby.  

Cabinets with solid wood frames may be painted to match 
new door fronts, or you may opt to paint your existing doors 
as well.  If they are wood and varnished or finished with a 
gloss polymer, prep and priming are paramount to a successful 
“long-term” job.

All that said, there are savings to be had in refacing but it’s 
often not significant enough to make the compromises needed. 
The bulk of a new cabinet cost is in the door and door finishing, 
and drawer boxes and glides.  By the time you pay the labor 
for simply refacing, and add the utility improvements such 
as drawers and slide-out shelves, you are still left with an old 
interior and not far from the cost of entirely new cabinetry. 
Generally there is no warranty or guarantee, as all the variables 
are not controlled. You will save on counter tops, but you won’t 
necessarily improve the function of your layout. 

DeCorby concludes, “We have successfully updated with new 
fronts and new pieces such as a hutch and island with a savings 
but have learned that for those clients wishing to stay the long 
term, a fresh start can be as economical, will have a warranty and 
provide a better overall investment.” v

SWANX FINE CABINETRY & INTERIORS
512.809.6226   |   Swanx.com

REPLACE 
OR REFACE?

M

Often referred to as the “heart of the home,” 

kitchens have become extended living areas with 

most families spending up to three hours a day 

in these popular gathering spaces. So when it’s 

time to update, what is the best solution for worn 

cabinets? Do you replace or reface? 

Before

Photography by SHUTTERBUG STUDIOS

Before
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works
WHY THIS SPACE

When the homeowners of a 1990s ranch style home sitting on a sprawling 46-acre 

property in Driftwood wanted to update their master bathroom without sacrificing 

its original rustic charm, they called on Deborah Downes of Downes Interiors. The 

home, featured in Kathryn Ann Samon’s book, Ranch house style, is surrounded by 

beautiful country views, several horses and dogs, and a variety of wildlife. 

By MAURI ELBEL   |   Photography by RICHIE GILL

Designer Spotlight: 
Deborah Downes of 
Downes Interiors 
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rom the onset of the project, Downes honed in on the 
homeowners’ lifestyle to refresh their master bathroom 
without diminishing the original ranch style vibe. “My 

client is very earthy and eclectic,” recalls Downes. “She wanted 
her bathroom to be her place of refuge. She likes to take baths 
and she loves her clawfoot tub.” Read on to find out how 
Downes married some of her client’s existing favorites with 
thoughtfully-selected elements for a revamped and relaxing 
space that’s not out of place.

UH: What was your main inspiration when updating 
this master bathroom? 

DD: I was inspired by the house itself and the existing 
elements like the salvaged long leaf pine wood featured 
throughout the home. The horse picture she already had was an 
important element for me to incorporate because she loves her 
horses and the picture just speaks to you. I feel it anchors the 
room. My client purchased the clawfoot tub in the ‘90s before 
they built the house and the house was designed with it in mind. 
The clawfoot tub was an extremely important element to work 
with and the only updating needed was painting the legs black 
because they had started looking a bit aged.

UH: There’s a nice balance at play between the more 
masculine, rustic elements and the softer, feminine 
touches. What were the key design decisions that 
helped blend them?  

DD: The space has a warm feeling with all the wood 
combinations. The use of earthy organic materials gives it 
a sense of time and beauty yet it is romantic with feminine 
elements. I completely removed everything in the room except 
for the cabinets, floor and the tub. Originally the cabinets and 
mirror were the same long leaf pine as the floor, but I thought 
it was too much of the same color and I felt it needed contrast. 
To bring in something warm, I suggested faux finishing the 
wood cabinets and mirror in the dark color. At first she was 
hesitant, but she trusted me and I am glad she did because 
I don’t think the room would have the same feel if we hadn’t 
done this. It also provided a masculine feel in the room so from 
there I had to play up the more romantic, feminine side of the 
design. Working from the existing clawfoot tub, I put crystals 
in the lighting over the mirror and a chandelier over the tub. 
On the windows, long sheer draperies made out of a natural 
fiber bring in some romance while candles, soaps and some of 
her treasures help accessorize.

UH: Tell us about the faux finished walls and the art 
selections you incorporated. 

DD: The walls originally were faux finished but darker and 
bluer. I did them with a faux finish, several glazes, added some 
texture and I changed the color to bring in a green color. There 

F
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is an ever so slight brown/bronze color on the walls which pulls 
in the wood elements nicely. From the beginning, I knew where 
the stunning horse picture should go. The oil painting with the 
trees was an existing favorite, and the gold background, wooden 
branch and little white flowers complement the space. These two 
pieces of artwork were all the room needed.

UH: The chandelier above the clawfoot tub adds 
elegance to the space — how did you find the right 
piece to go above the tub? 

DD: The chandelier took the longest to get approval on but 
it is now one of her favorite elements. My client expressed to 
me that she wanted her bathroom to be romantic but not in the 
“typical chandelier with crystals hanging” sense. She is a very 
unique person with very eclectic ideas so it had to be different. I 
selected this piece because it is interesting with the bronze iron 
anchoring the dangling features. The pieces are made of tiny, 
very fragile shells, stones, beads and crystals — it took me over 
two hours to put them on the chandelier.

UH: Tell us your process for selecting the countertops 
and the backsplash and shower tiles.

DD: I wanted to keep everything unique so I selected granite 
that looks like stones that could have been collected in a river 
or watershed running through someone’s property. I ran across 
it at a granite yard and knew it was perfect, and the client loved 
it. Installing chisel stone sinks which are polished on the inside 
but have a raw natural stone on the outside really completed 
the look. The faucets come out of the wall with cross handles 
to provide more of a ranch period feel. The backsplash tiles 
and the shower ceiling were one of the first things we started 
with. When I first met my client she had a picture of these 
Tabarka Tiles which are handmade terracotta, and she wanted 
me to incorporate them somewhere in the bathroom. I helped 
her narrow down the color and placement. It took eight weeks 
for them to be made –– they are very unique and the patterns 
are inspired by countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea, 
influenced in pattern and color from seaside villages in Italy, 
Spain, Turkey and Greece. I think they provide a wonderful 
element to the room. 

UH: Standing inside this master bathroom now, why 
does this space work?

DD: I think the space works because all the elements work 
together. Far from boring, the space is warm and inviting and 
every element installed has an interesting story. In the end, the 
master bathroom has an updated look without compromising 
the style of the house. v

DOWNES INTERIORS
512.897.7808   |   Downesinteriors.com
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Stephanie J. Villavicencio, ASID
Texas Registered Interior Designer 



For the first time, Pantone has introduced 

the blending of two shades as their Color of 

the Year 2016. Intended to enhance order and peace 

in otherwise stressful times, it also reflects a worldwide 

movement toward gender equality as it relates to 

fashion and other areas of design where designers have 

been restricted to colors associated with gender. Urban 

Home asked a few designers to show how they have 

incorporated these colors in their projects.

Rose Quartz 
  and Serenity
 Pantone’s Colors of 2016

Serenity.  Who isn’t looking for it? As a designer, I review color 
trends and forecasts annually to see what colors will infiltrate 
marketing thus affecting our choices as consumers. Pantone’s 
2016 dual palette offers tranquility and security. In this premier 
Austin rental, shades of pink and blue in large graphics outline 
the bed and display a portion of the owner’s fabulous cowboy 
boot collection. The palette is grounded with a pale birch wood 
floor. The compilation of colors makes this space a creative, 
compassionate and tranquil haven. 

PANACHE INTERIOR DESIGN   Sharon Radovich
512.452.7773   |   Panacheinteriors.com

Pantone may have discovered Serenity blue this year, however, 
it has long been one of our client’s favorite colors. ‘Happy!’ is 
how our client describes this refreshingly cool hue seen on her 
mirror topped vanity cabinet and blue floral wallpaper in her 
recently renovated master bath in Monte Vista. We couldn’t 
agree more! This happy bath is the perfect way to start the day. 
An added bonus, Serenity’s icy hue is the perfect pairing with 
the cool gray and white tones found in Carrara marble, one of 
our favorite stones for counters, floors and even walls. 

BRADSHAW DESIGNS   Julie Bradshaw
210.824.1535   |   Bradshawdesignsusa.com

This custom, waterside home features light filled spaces and 
personal touches throughout that are true reflections of the 
clients, including their children. This bathroom was designed 
for one of two young daughters, with the intention that it would 
suit her as she grows older. The shade of the pink wall color 
provides a feminine touch that feels classic and fresh at the same 
time, allowing it to transition beyond childhood. 

LAURA BRITT DESIGN   Laura Britt 
512.458.8963   |   Laurabrittdesign.com

“Joined together Rose Quartz and Serenity demonstrate 

an inherent balance between a warmer embracing rose 

tone and a cooler tranquil blue, reflecting connection and 

wellness as well as a soothing sense of order and peace.” 

Leatrice Eiseman, Executive Director, 

Pantone Color Institute®
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Texas Registered Interior Designer #9501
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PREP WORK
Clear Drainage Ditches

Leaves and debris can gather in drainage 
areas during winter. Spring rains will need 
adequate runoff and spring seedlings do 
best in soil that drains well. 

Weeding and Mulching Beds
Weeds that appear in garden beds 

will be easiest to pull now, as the roots 
are shallow. Covering bare spots with 
mulch or ground cover will minimize the 
emergence of new weeds. Add mulch to 
a depth of three to four inches and use 
black plastic sheeting to cover the beds 
before planting to suppress emerging 
weeds. Keep the mulch a few inches away 
from tree trunks and the crowns and 
stems of plants. This helps reduce rot on 
stems of young plants and protects the 
bark of young fruit trees.

Top Dress Beds
Top dress garden beds with compost or 

manure in preparation for planting. Resist 
the urge to dig the bed; established beds 
have a complex soil ecosystem that’s best 
left undisturbed. 

Prepare Your Lawn
Rake the lawn to remove dead growth 

which helps bring light and air to the top, 
encouraging grass to grow. Re-seed bare 
patches of lawn and rake bare spots firmly 
with a metal rake before seeding. Sprinkle 
grass seed into a bucket of soil and spread 
evenly over the bare spot. Keep it well 
watered until seeds germinate and the 
new grass establishes. 

Pruning
Prune trees and shrubs after new 

growth has begun. Prune roses just 
before they start to bud out. Spring 
blooming trees and shrubs, however, 
should not be pruned in late winter; 
their flower buds are ready to open as 
temperatures warm. 

START DIGGING!
When to Plant

It’s best to plant new bulbs in late February 
or early March to achieve the best looking 
flower. Once it crumbles easily, the soil 
is ready for gardening. After the bulbs are 
planted, spread topsoil and mulch around 
the plant to give the flowers extra nutrients.  

Divide and Conquer
Divide perennials and clear and mulch 

perennial beds. For easier handling, try to 
time the division so emerging shoots are 
only two to four inches tall. Prepare new 
beds for perennial flowers by spreading a 
six-inch deep layer of organic matter (i.e. 
peat moss, compost, rotted manure) and 
work in deeply. Plant out daffodils, lilies, 
crocus, hyacinth and any other bulbs that 
were forced into pots or bowls inside. 

Attracting Pollenators
The first flowers to appear each spring 

are especially valued since they help 
to establish a resident bee population 
which is needed throughout the growing 
season. Plant flowers in clumps; flowers 
of the same species clumped together will 
attract more bees than individual flowers 
dispersed throughout the garden.  Plant 
flowers with different shapes. Different 
species of bees have different tongue 
lengths and favor flowers specific to their 
anatomy. A variety of sizes and shapes of 
flower will attract a corresponding variety 
of bees and pollinating insects.   

Deadheading
You can greatly extend the blooming 

time of your spring annuals by removing 
the faded blooms. Using clippers, cut 
long-stemmed flowers back to the main 
stem or base. If you want your plants to 
self-sow, let the last of the flowers go to 
seed and drop where they may. v

GREENSCAPES LANDSCAPING & POOLS
512.263.3669  |  Greenscapesaustin.com

April showers bring May flowers, as the saying goes. 
Spring is a great time to clear away those dead winter leaves 

and make room for fresh, vibrant flowers and plants, 
and bring your yard back to life. 

Spring
PLANTING GUIDE

Best Spring Annual Flowers
Petunias

Begonias

Blue Daze

Persian Shield

Alyssum

Dianthus

Angelonia

Vinca

If you want to see more 
butterflies and birds in 
your yard, plant their 

favorite flowers!
Columbine

Buddleia Bush

Flame Acanthus

Gregg’s Mist

Helen’s Flower 

Fall Aster

Purple Cone Flower

Phlox

Day Lilies

Amaryllis

OUTDOOR n DESIGN
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OUTDOOR LUXURY
Whether it is enjoying a morning cup of coffee and newspaper or an evening nightcap on your patio, your backyard should be 

an extension of your home. We will help you create a seamless transition from inside to outside.

G r e e n S c a p e s A u s t i n . c o m    |    5 1 2 . 2 6 3 . 3 6 6 9

GreenScapes
Landscaping
design • build • maintain



COMMERCIAL n DESIGN
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hen the Pearl Brewery shut down for good in 2001, Christopher “Kit” 
Goldsbury and his company, Silver Ventures, purchased the 22-acre 

property with a vision to create a multi-use complex of interest to locals 
and visitors alike. Now, after years of hard work and dedication, the crown jewel of the 
culinary-focused complex is San Antonio’s newest, most stunning luxury hotel. In 2012, 
construction began to transform the spectacular brew house building, constructed in 
1894 and designed by Chicago architect August Maritzen in the Second Empire style, 
into Hotel Emma. The property is named in honor of Emma Koehler, the wife of Pearl 
Brewery founder Otto Koehler, who kept the brewery afloat during prohibition after 
Otto’s passing and helped launch it into its most successful period. 

Repurposing an industrial space is a very specialized endeavor. In fact, there are only 
three or four design firms worldwide with the experience and capability to undertake such a 
project. Goldsbury chose New York design firm Roman and Williams to take on the task of 
bringing the abandoned structure back to life. Known for their unique work blending historic 
elements with a modern aesthetic, Roman and Williams mined the site’s original fixtures and 
ephemera and repurposed them to create a space that pays homage to the building’s history 
while portraying a playful, modern Steampunk vibe. He also enlisted long-time friend and 
local designer Courtney Walker of Courtney & Company to be his eyes and ears whenever 
decisions needed to be made while he was away. As a consultant, Walker was also able to 
recommend local artisans to work on the project and curate decorative accents and artifacts. 

“The team was perfect; it was a great collaboration,” says Walker. “The designers had a 
clear vison and were very firm about what they wanted. I offered input that could make 
us different from others, advising on things that had already been done. We wanted the 
space to be funky, yet sophisticated and different.” At Hotel Emma, preserved historic 
elements include early industrial equipment reimagined as light fixtures, banquettes and 

W

PEARL’S 
CROWN JEWEL
By CLAUDIA ALARON    Photography by JASON RISNER PHOTOGRAPHY

HOTE L 
E M M A
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chandeliers, original 25-foot vaulted concrete ceilings, cast-iron 
spiral staircases, turn-of-the-century exposed brick walls, original 
beamed wood and pressed tin ceilings.  Original painted cement 
tiles by Mexican manufacturer Redondo, which were found 
during renovation on the brewery floor and in the original brew 
master’s office, have been recreated in some areas of the hotel. 
Other floor materials include reclaimed chestnut from Germany, 
antique Texas long leaf pine and stained concrete, creating the 
mix-and-match feel of a home that has evolved. Indoor and 
outdoor cement water features include original steel pipes 
repurposed as spouts. The result is an eclectic juxtaposition of 
old, new, industrial and refined styles that evoke a familiar and 
romantic feel while paying homage to all the cultures and peoples 
that comprise San Antonio’s heart and soul.

It is hard not to gasp in admiration upon entering the lobby. 
Rather than wasting resources removing large industrial fixtures, 
Roman and Williams responded to the monumental scale of the 

hotel by embracing and reclaiming them. 
The fly wheel of a generator, which serves as 
a massive, sculptural focal point, is a great 
example. They also stabilized the existing 
chipped plaster walls, revealing layers and 
elements of the masonry beneath. Redondo 
tile and Sinker Cypress wood paneling add 
a layer of warmth and color to the space. 
Brass, bronze and blown-glass chandeliers 
hang from the preserved wood-slatted 
high ceiling. “These durable materials were 
chosen to stand the test of time,” says Beth 
Smith, Hotel Emma’s Director of Sales and 
Marketing. “They will actually look better 
as they age.” The team also assembled 
a collection of vintage furniture, exotic 
carpets, Texana and Mexican handcrafts 
to create little vignettes throughout the 
lobby. “The brew house was full of artifacts 
and equipment,” says Smith. “It was as if 
people had just left — there were coffee 
cups, notebooks, bottles and such things. 
Everything was slowly brought out as the 
designers decided what to do with the 
items. Most were repurposed based on the 
hotel’s design.”  

Beyond the lobby, the cozy yet elegant 
Sternewirth bar greets guests and visitors 
in a great hall with soaring 25-foot-
high vaulted ceilings which the Hotel 
Emma team sees as “San Antonio’s living 
room.” Buffalo leather‐covered sectional 
sofas, Moroccan leather ottomans and 
oversized, vintage, Kilim-upholstered 
armchairs create the ambiance of an 
upscale Western lodge. A large bar with 
glowing amber lights occupies the west 
side of the hall. A steel mezzanine floats 
above the bar, housing a collection of 
books which can be accessed by a custom 
steel staircase created by Robert Diaz de 

Leon of San Antonio’s Flux Metal Studios, inspired by a piece 
of old brewery equipment. Facing the bar are three enormous 
cast-iron fermentation tanks fitted with curved banquettes and 
coffee tables, repurposed as unique and intimate places to enjoy 
a craft cocktail and a conversation. In the back sits an immense 
fireplace, flanked by an impressive chandelier built by Diaz de 
Leon out of a large metal component previously employed in 
the Pearl’s bottling room. Three more of his chandeliers, made 
from bottle labelers brought over from Germany in the 1920s, 
hang in the private ballroom nicknamed The Elephant Cellar.

Next to Sternewirth is The Library, a cozy space within a 
vaulted room featuring the 3,700-volume library of Sherry 
Kafka Wagner, a San Antonio icon, novelist, historian, Harvard 
Fellow and cultural anthropologist. Behind it is Larder, the hotel’s 
gourmet grocery store and deli, housed in what used to be a 
fermentation room. Although compact, the space is well utilized 
and bright, providing guests with a comfortable place for a quick 
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breakfast, lunch or coffee break. Supper, 
the bright and airy full-service restaurant, 
offers a more formal dining option. This 
room strays slightly from the Steampunk 
vibe, leaning more towards a classic Art 
Deco style. Its high ceilings, crisp white 
walls and floor-to-ceiling windows give it 
a serene and elegant look with a carefree 
vibe. The patio, with a privileged view of 
the river, features custom-made steel tables 
by talented local artist Peter Glassford. A 
horseshoe-shaped bar with a European-
style pewter countertop is an inviting spot 
to enjoy a beverage and a snack. In the main 
dining room, an open kitchen with a chef ’s 
counter offers a front-row seat to witness 
Chef John Brand and his staff create simple 
and flavorful farm-to-table cuisine.

Hotel Emma boasts 146 guest rooms, 
including 11 suites. Some include private 
balconies, others claw-foot tubs. Guest 
rooms in the Brewhouse tower showcase 
the original brick and plaster walls and 
concrete columns, and proudly preserve 
historical elements and fixtures native to 
each room, while rooms on the newly built 
tower have natural burlap-covered walls. 
All bathrooms feature custom-glazed tiles 
in tones of blue and cream, with replicas 
of period porcelain vanities and brass 
plumbing fixtures. Every detail has been 
carefully thought out, from the plush 
bedding to the guayabera-style robes by 
local outfit Dos Carolinas. Designed to 
invoke serenity and simple yet luxurious 
comfort, all include 48 inch high-
definition TVs and a stylish South Texas 
Icebox in place of a mini-fridge, stocked 
with local beer, farmers market provisions 
and ingredients for a DIY margarita — 
including a metal shaker and blue glassware 
from Mexico. The lovely third-floor pool 
terrace has an old Mexican hacienda vibe 
to it, and guests are welcome to bring 
beverages and provisions to enjoy poolside.

Hotel Emma’s design is meant to appeal 
to all age groups and demographics. 
“History is honored, but we are not a 
slave to it,” says Smith. “Whether it is for 
its historical aspect or its edginess, Hotel 
Emma has a broad appeal. And it will age well. It is trendy, 
but not in the way that it will become passé in five years.” This 
magnificent property is not only the cornerstone that is putting 
San Antonio on the map as a serious tourist destination; it is also 
a beacon of pride for San Antonians. “A high number of locals 
are staying, and patronizing the bar and restaurant,” says Smith. 
“After all the love, effort and investment poured into it, I truly 
believe Hotel Emma is Kit’s love letter to San Antonio.” v

HOTEL   Hotel Emma
210.448.8300   |   Thehotelemma.com

ARCHITECT   Roman and Williams
212.625.3808   |   Romanandwilliams.com

DESIGNER   Courtney & Company
210.829.5403
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he word mezcal comes from mexcalmetl, the Nahuatl 
word for agave. Indigenous Mexican cultures have 
been producing a beer-like beverage called pulque, 

made by fermenting agave juice, for at least a couple of 
millenia. It is believed that mezcal was created from a pulque-
like beverage after the Spanish introduced distillation in 
the 1500s; however, recent studies suggest that distillation 
existed previous to the Conquest. Either way, mezcal has been 
produced for more than 400 years. 

It is important to note that any agave-based liquor is mezcal. 
Therefore, tequila is actually a type of mezcal, produced in 
only five Mexican states and made only from the blue agave.  
Mezcal is made from a wide variety of species of agave, both 
wild and cultivated, each imparting unique flavor and body 
characteristics. Although Espadín is the most widely used, it 
is possible to find other varieties such as Tobalá, Madre Cuixe, 
Barril, Coyote, Jabalí, Mexicano, Tepestate and Arroqueño. 
There are eight specific mezcal-producing regions in Mexico 
in the states of Oaxaca, Durango, Guanajuato, Guerrero, San 
Luis Potosi, Tamaulipas, Zacatecas and Michoacan. Of all 
these regions, Oaxaca is the most important center of mezcal 

FOOD n DESIGN

By CLAUDIA ALARCON
Photography by SARAH DOLIVER, 
Courtesy of Heavy Métl Premium Imports

MEZCAL

production, with 80-90 percent of all mezcal coming from this 
southern state. 

The elaboration process is very similar between the two 
spirits. For both, the agave leaves are sheared off by the jimador, 
a highly specialized tradesman who uses a coa, a long-handled 
stick with a sharp, flat blade at the end, to cut the leaves from 
the core. The agave core is known as “piña” because of its 
similarity to a large pineapple. Agaves can take between 10 
and 15 years to mature for harvest, with mature piñas weighing 
up to 160 pounds. 

The difference between tequila and mezcal lies in the cooking 
method. With artisanal mezcal production, the piñas are cooked 
in a pit fashioned into an underground earth oven. The pit is 
generally cone shaped, about ten feet wide and ten feet deep, 

The Distilled Soul 
of Mexico

T

If you’ve been to a restaurant or craft bar lately, you 
may have noticed the growing popularity of mezcal. 
Historically considered a peasant drink, distilled 
by local producers, mezcal has gone through a 
renaissance in Mexico where the humble spirit has 
surpassed tequila as the trendy spirit of choice. This 
trend has crossed the border, and now it’s easy to 
find fine mezcal in local establishments and liquor 
stores. And if the mention of mezcal conjures a 
scary-looking bottle with a pale grub at the bottom, 
it’s time to revisit this misunderstood spirit.
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lined with volcanic rock. A wood fire is lit at the bottom, with 
the embers heating the volcanic rocks. The piñas are piled into 
the pit, covered with earth and cooked until they caramelize 
over a number of days. This process is the reason for mezcal’s 
characteristic smoky flavor. 

Once cooked, the piñas are traditionally crushed with a 
tahona, a large stone wheel pulled around in a circle by horse 
or donkey. Milling breaks down the agave meats and fibers and 
releases the liquids. The milled solids and juices are moved to 
open fermentation tanks, usually made of wood, but some 
maestros mezcaleros also use clay pots. Artisan producers use 
native yeasts which results in a slower fermentation process. 
Once fermentation is complete, mezcal is distilled twice in 
small copper or clay pot stills, with each distillation taking 
about two hours. Processing the harvest at most of these 
tiny distilleries takes a month, yielding around 600 to 700 
bottles — hence the high prices of true artisanal mezcales. 
Mass-produced brands are less expensive, as is the case with 
tequila, but the lack of quality is noticeable. Mezcal can be 
joven (young) or aged in wood or clay vessels to create reposado 
and añejo varieties.

Traditionally, mezcal is served straight with orange slices on 
the side, dusted with salt and powdered chile. In Oaxaca, it is 
customary to serve sal de gusano, salt seasoned with toasted and 
ground agave worms, which impart a delicious earthy flavor. 
Savvy mixologists have embraced mezcal’s unique flavor profiles 
to create signature cocktails and variations on the classics. The 
first of such concoctions I tasted was Jeret Peña’s Mas Chingoni, 
a take on the Negroni using tequila and mezcal instead of gin 
to great success. Nowadays, you can bet there’s a mezcal cocktail 
available at most bars, and in fact, some bars are dedicating 
themselves to the art of the spirit. Mezcalería Mixtli, in San 
Antonio’s Olmos Park, is a small, modern space where Mexican-
born chef/owner Diego Galicia is introducing San Antonians to 
mezcal culture. His menu of outstanding traditional Mexican 
antojitos, such as sopes and tostadas, pair well with a selection 
of mezcal and mezcal-based cocktails and thoughtfully reflect 
the humble origins of the drink. “Mezcal pairs well with food 
that requires the same attention to detail, same as the mezcal-
producing process. For example, some huitlacoche quesadillas 
would pair very well with a Jabalí 
since they’re both smoky, earthy and 
rustic. Mole and mezcal go hand-in-
hand because they’re both ancient and 
legendary. The complexities of flavors 
really mesh well. You can almost taste 
the history of that synergy. These really 
old Mexican flavors have some sort of 
symbiotic relationship. The flavors 
really support each other,” says Galicia.

Austin barman Billy Hankey, co-
owner of the King Bee Lounge, has 
made it his personal goal to have the 
most complete collection of mezcal 
available in the city, currently stocking 
at least 35 labels. The emblematic elixir 
has also spurred two special concepts 

in Austin. Open only on Friday and Saturday nights, Mezcalería 
Tobalá is located upstairs at the popular bar Whisler’s, serving 
half-pours (3/4 of an ounce) in clay copitas or full pours in 
veladora glasses. The most recent proponent of agave spirits 
is Techo, a quaint, rustic space occupying the top floor of the 
legendary Mi Madre’s restaurant. Owners Edgar and Christina 
Torres have put their culinary backgrounds to great use, creating 

signature cocktails such as the Hierba: 
Del Maguey Vida mezcal, Bourbon, 
Fernet, fresh lime juice, maguey sap 
and a pickled grape. The bar hosts 
educational seminars and specialty 
tastings as part of the Torres’ efforts to 
create more fans of the smoky spirit. 
“Cocktails are a great introduction 
to mezcal,” says Edgar. “People often 
believe that mezcal is stronger than 
tequila, so they are reluctant to taste it 
on its own. Once they have a cocktail 
and decide they like the taste, we can 
introduce them to milder mezcales and 
gradually guide them to taste different 
varieties. It is always fun to make a new 
mezcal convert.” v

MEZCALERÍA MIXTLI, BY AMY GAWLIK

MEZCALERÍA MIXTLI, BY AMY GAWLIK
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FABULOUS n FINDS

Here’s a fun fact for Texans: 

After crude oil, coffee is the 

most traded commodity on the 

planet. More than 400 billion 

cups are downed worldwide, 

with Americans consuming 

350 million of those. No stats 

on Texas, but  considering the 

hundreds of independent 

coffee shops, bars and 

roasters around — with more 

on the way — we are holding 

our own with the best of them. 

From comforting ritual to 

grab-and-go, coffee fuels 

millions of Central Texans. 

Here are just a few people, 

places and things on your 

journey to the perfect cup. 

HALCYON
AUSTIN, 512.472.9637

SAN ANTONIO, 210.277.7045

HALCYONCOFFEEBAR.COM

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEVIN G. SAUNDERS PHOTOGRAPHY, COURTESY OF HALCYON

A beverage hotspot in San Antonio’s Southtown, Halcyon is a coffee bar by day and a cocktail bar 
by night, drawing sippers looking for high-end espressos and specialty cocktails amid the creative 
ambience of the Blue Star Arts Complex. Open for three years, general manager Seth Williams says 
business is very good, thanks to a diverse crowd that ranges from teenagers to 50s and beyond who 
enjoy a friendly, laid-back vibe with occasional live music. Their guest roaster program is a popular 
draw, with barista manager John Lauber choosing some of the best coffee in the country to showcase 
for six weeks at a stretch. Chef Alex Dayoc creates sandwiches and salads in an upscale comfort food 
vein, and also serves up weekend brunch from 10-2 (and you can toast your own s’mores at your 
table). The original location in Austin will be joined by a new one set to open at the former Miller 
Airport this year. Halcyon shares the building with Stella Public House, with craft beer and wine and 
farm-to-table small plates, salads and pizzas. Open daily. 

COFFEE
By JULIE CATALANO
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HINEE GOURMET COFFEE, HELOTES
210.695.2000  |  HINEEGOURMETCOFFEE.COM 

PHOTO COURTESY OF HINEE GOURMET COFFEE

“I like to say we’re Everyman’s coffee shop,” says Jeff Marsh, 
co-owner with wife Mary. “We’re small, very customer focused 
and rely totally on customer feedback.” The cozy shop — 
sandwiched between a donut shop and a hair salon — makes 
for lively conversation sometimes. “If you don’t know someone 
when you walk in, you’ll probably know someone when you 
walk out,” says Marsh, although others choose the shop for 
alone time or computer time. Some “fairly unique flavored 
coffees” bring customers back, says Marsh, to see what they 
come up with next. They still rotate the first two they ever 
brought in — jalapeno coconut and maple bacon coffee. “Our 
whole approach is that we’re not brain surgery. People who 
come in ought to have a positive, fun experience. That’s what 
we try to do, with an outstanding barista staff that is second 
to none.” And about that name: “It comes from an old radio 
series, a vignette that revolved around Hiney Winery. People 
still talk about it, so we’ve had fun with it. Our motto is ‘Funny 
name, serious coffee. No ifs, ands, or butts.’” Open daily. 

THE WANDER’N CALF ESPRESSO BAR & BAKERY, 
BOERNE
830.331.9156  |  WANDERNCALF.COM 

A registered nurse by profession, owner Wendy Rigott 
started her pop-up coffee shop in 2015 because “I love coffee 
and I’ve always struggled to find good coffee.” Now she makes 
great coffee for herself and her newfound fellow coffee lovers 
in Boerne, next to Ye Kendall Inn and Cibolo Creek. No 
brewed coffee here, she says. “We do Chemex, pourovers, 
or French press, and we grind the beans fresh for each cup.” 
Originally from the Miami area, Rigott’s Cuban coffee — a 
shot of espresso with abundant white sugar — has been a real 
hit. Pastries earn a rave, especially decadent scones and their 
tasty spinoff, the scookie — a thinly sliced scone, great for 
dipping. Rigott’s special needs daughter also pitches in (“we’d 
love to eventually reach out to more kids to help train”), and 
there’s a dog-friendly front porch where pooches hang with 

their caffeinated humans. The shop shares space with Sugar 
Belle’s Cake Shop, known for their luscious cupcakes and 
more. Closed Sundays. 

BLACK IVORY COFFEE, THE ELEPHANT STORY, 
COMFORT 
830.995.3133  |  THE-ELEPHANT-STORY.COM 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ELEPHANT STORY

What kind of coffee bean merits a feature on ABC’s 
Nightline? The kind that has been on a wild ride, namely 
the digestive tract of an elephant, making it one of the most 
exotic coffees in the world. The only place to find it in North 
America is at The Elephant Story (TES) in Comfort, Texas. 
“[Black Ivory Coffee] founder Blake Dinkin agreed to let us 

HINEE GOURMET COFFEE
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carry it because we are a not-for-profit organization,” says 
Bobby Dent, co-owner with Ed Story and wife Joey, who 
founded TES to promote elephant conservation, primarily in 
Thailand. Up to 26 mostly rescued Asian elephants munch 
coffee cherries along with their daily diet of fruits, vegetables 
and plants (“they are not force-fed anything,” assures Dent). 
About 10 percent of the beans are recovered at the other end, 
cleaned, roasted and shipped. The result is one smooth brew. 
“An enzyme in the elephant’s system removes the protein, 
which is what makes coffee bitter,” explains Dent. For home 
use, one packet makes one large mug or four demitasse cups, 
$40. For the complete in-store experience, up to five people 
enjoy table service, a short presentation, fresh ground beans 
prepared in a copper and brass coffeemaker, and one demitasse 
serving each. Reservations required, $50. Bottoms up! Closed 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 

GET ROASTED
Not all coffee roasters cater to customers so call ahead 

before you make the trip. “We are one of the few roasteries 
open to the public where people can walk in and buy any 
quantity they desire, from a half-pound and up,” says Tom 
Novak, general manager of Third Coast Coffee Roasting 
Company in Austin. Part of the Fair Trade Cooperative called 
Cooperative Coffees, all of the coffee they source is organic, 
with one exception — a Columbian that is currently in the 
process of becoming certified organic. All coffee is $9/pound, 
and they’ll grind it at no charge. Closed Saturday and Sunday. 
512.444.7820, thirdcoastcoffee.com. Photo courtesy of Third 
Coast Coffee.

In San Antonio, San Antonio Coffee Roasters has been 
family owned for nearly three decades. A popular, eco-friendly 
wholesale roaster of Arabica beans from around the world, their 
retail storefront called What’s Brewing sells coffees certified 
by the Rainforest Alliance and the Fair Trade Organization, 
featuring specialty coffees and blends. Products can also be 
found at Pearl’s Farmers Market. Closed Sunday. 210.308.0062, 
sacoffeeroasters.com.

COOL BEANS 
This is Texas, and that means a big part of the year is spent 

fanning ourselves over frosted glasses of cold beverages, not hot 
cups of steaming coffee. What to do?

With our toasty climate, the state is poised for an all-out 
iced coffee revolution, says Linda Brewster, founder of the 
San Antonio Coffee Festival (sacoffeefest.com). Her favorite 
DIY method starts with a ColdBrew Kit from CoffeeSock™ 
using organically grown, untreated cotton filters hand-sewn 

by a family business in Austin (coffeesockco.
com). “You put ground coffee in the sock, 
put the sock in a Mason jar, add filtered 
water, steep overnight in the fridge, and 
you have an amazing cup of coffee.” It’s also 
easier on the tummy, says Brewster. “Iced 
coffee doesn’t pull out the acids in coffee 
because the water temperature doesn’t get 
high enough, so that bitterness and queasy 
stomach feeling you can get from hot coffee, 
especially in the morning, is nonexistent 
with iced.” 

Some Vietnamese noodle houses “do the 
most amazing iced coffee,” says Brewster. 
Called ca phe sua da, it uses sweetened 
condensed milk and sometimes the addition 
of chicory, a caffeine-free root especially 
ideal for decaf drinkers, says Brewster. “If 
you do a decaf bean with chicory, it is velvety 
smooth.” Yum. vTHIRD COAST COFFEE
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ARCHITECTS
Bartush Design
www.bartushdesign.com
512.415.3787

CUSTOM CABINETRY 
& DESIGN
Cabinetry Designs
www.cabinetrydesigns.com
210.832.0990

Swanx
www.swanxcabinetry.com
512.809.6226

CUSTOM METAL WORK
Christopher Voss Inc. – 
Fourth Generation Iron Craftsman
www.christophervoss.com
210.843.4332

DOORS
Colonial Iron Doors
www.colonialirondoors.com
210.524.1062

Hill Country Garage Doors
www.hillcountrydoors.com
512.977.7200

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Broadway Bank
www.broadwaybank.com
210.283.6642

GRANITE & STONE
Triton Stone Group
www.tritonstone.com
Austin: 512.821.0020
San Antonio: 210.546.0980

HARDWARE
Push Pull Open Close
www.pushpullopenclose.com
512.694.7762

HOME BUILDERS
Foursquare Builders
www.foursquarebuilders.com
512.944.4520

HOME REMODELING
Adams Company
www.adamscompany.biz
512.785.7226

CG&S Design-Build
www.cgsdb.com
512.444.1580

CROSS
www.cross-tx.com
210.826.7200

David Wilkes Builders
www.davidwilkesbuilders.com
512.328.9888

Realty Restoration
www.realtyrestoration.com
512.454.1661

INTERIOR DESIGN
Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512.443.3200

Dawn Hearn Interior Design
www.dawnhearn.com
512.930.0250

Panache Interiors
www.panacheinteriors.com
512.452.7773

KITCHEN & BATH
Cosentino Center Austin
www.northamericacosentinocenter.com
512.386.7791

Factory Builder Stores
www.factorybuilderstores.com
Austin: 512.834.1442
San Antonio: 210.349.9333

Parrish and Company
www.parrishandcompany.com
Round Rock: 512.835.0937
San Antonio: 830.980.9595
Downtown San Antonio: 210.255.1125

LANDSCAPING
GreenScapes Landscaping & Pools
www.greenscapesaustin.com
512.263.3669

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512.452.9511

LUMBER
Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210.344.8321

POOLS
Artesian Pools
www.artesianpoolstx.com
210.251.3211

WINDOWS
BMC Window Center
www.buildwithbmc.com
Austin: 512.977.7440
San Antonio: 210.494.8889

WINDOW COVERINGS 
& AWNINGS
Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512.608.0302

Texas Sun & Shade
www.txsunandshade.com
512.402.0990

A D V E R T I S E R  I N D E X
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Austin’s premier window covering boutique 
showcAsing the lAtest styles, trends &  

technology At the 2014 pArAde of homes™  

Silhouette® Window Shadings Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades

Pirouette®  

Window Shadings

Call Now for a free 
In-Home estimate or 
Stop by Our Showroom

austintatiousblinds.com
(512) 608-0302

620

2244

HWY 71 HWY 71

HILL COUNTRY GALLERIA

SHOPS AT THE GALLERIA

Austintatious Blinds & Shutters
12918 shops parkway, ste. 700

bee caves, texas 78738
(Located at the Shops at the gallery)

Pirouette®

Window Shadings

Duette Architella Honeycomb Shades Silhouette® Window Shadings

Austin’s premier window covering boutique
showcasing the latest styles, trends & technology

Call Now for a FREE
In-Home Estimate or 
Stop by Our Showroom

(512) 608-0302
austintatiousblinds.com

Austintatious Blinds & Shutters
12918 Shops Parkway, Ste. 700

Bee Caves, Texas 78738
(Located at the Shops at the Galleria)

620

2244

HWY 71 HWY 71

HILL COUNTRY GALLERIA

SHOPS AT THE GALLERIA




